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Description 2024 Fleetwood RV Bounder 35GL, Fleetwood Bounder Class A gas motorhome
35GL highlights: Mid-Coach Entry Adapt-Table Dinette Split Bath King Memory
Foam Mattress Exterior LED TV Looking for a spacious RV with a mid-coach
entry, four distinct areas, and offers a way to work while on the road plus be able
to host a dinner party for friends and family? This Bounder gives you all that and
so much more like a stainless steel farmhouse sink, a solid surface top in the
galley, and full extension drawer guides with latches, plus full amenities to make
any meals including a convection microwave and residential refrigerator. The split
bathroom is super convenient when trying to get ready in the mornings. One
person can be washing their hands in the private sink and toilet room while
another person can be using the second sink beside the neo-angled shower. Yet
you can also close two sliding doors to make this one big bathroom for yourself.
And the multi-purpose Adapt-table dinette allows you to work or eat breakfast for
two, and you can easily swing the table out vertically to host four. The rear
bedroom offers a slide out king bed, plus plenty of storage and an LED TV to
watch before falling asleep. With any Bounder Class A gas motorhome by
Fleetwood, you can travel in luxury and style with the power you desire to enjoy
the ride as much as the destination. Beginning with the Power Platform Ford
chassis construction, the enhanced safety features such as remote, power-
heated mirrors with turn indicators and side cameras, the color monitor for side
and rear cameras, and the automotive one-piece windshield to the 100W solar
panel and WiFi Ranger Sky4 that come standard, traveling is made perfect. Inside
you will love the look of the durable, vinyl tile flooring, the energy efficient LED
flush mount ceiling lighting, and the fiberglass shower surround with glass door,
plus much more! Take the next step to choosing the greatest selling RV, choose a
Bounder!
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 300069
VIN Number: 1F66F5DN3P0A12247
Condition: New
Length: 36
GVW: 26000
Sleeps: 4
Slideouts: 2
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